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issue 1967-1968 
The dynamic growth of the media and 
arts of mass communication represent 
the one development of the 20th Cen-
tury likely to leave the sharpest im-
pression on modern society. 
Columbia College provides a full 
college education to meet the chal-
lenge of Communication-the vital 
learning necessary to understand and 
employ this compelling social and cul-
tural force. 
As educators, television, radio, motion 
pictures, journalism, the theater and 
the literary arts possess a potential of 
incalculable benefit for all mankind. 
WE MEAN COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
IN THIS SPIRIT OF HUMANITY'S CAUSE. 
board of trustees 
the 
communication 
arts 
television 
radio broadcasting 
motion pictures 
dramatic arts 
journalism 
advertising 
audio-visual communication 
Columbia 
College 
founded 1890 
the new instructional media 
speech education 
the mass media 
literary arts 
and the liberal arts and sciences 
540 North Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
phone (312) 467-0300 
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3 
For more than three quarters of a Century, COLUMBIA 
COLLEGE has served a special purpose with singular distinc-
tion in the community of American colleges. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE has concentrated on providing a full 
college education, centered on the creative arts, application 
and social benefit of the media and methods of communica-
tion and the literary, theater and speech arts. 
Such special educational attention joins a program of 
study uniquely focused on contemporary issue and event in 
the social sciences, humanities, sciences and literature. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE is a small, specialized, urban college. 
It has achieved excellence, not by educating only the en-
dowed few, but by encouraging the many to use their abili-
ties to the fullest. The College is organized to educate and 
attend to students as individuals and to provide them with 
a challenging intellectual experience and a practical begin-
ning to their way of professional life. 
It is the College's aim to educate, to stimulate and to 
give its students possession of the knowledge, arts and skills 
which permit them to live fulfilling and rewarding lives in 
dignity and active benefit to their fellowmen everywhere. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE provides a stimulating, practical study 
environment designed and equipped for the most up-to-date 
learning-by-doing. This occurs under a celebrated Faculty 
engaged for their prominence, experience and important 
achievement in the subject of their teaching. 
Within a college program of liberal-arts education lead-
ing to the Bachelors Degree, COLUMBIA COLLEGE provides the 
student with a preparation for engagement as creator, per-
former or educator in fields which employ the creative arts 
4 as communicative process. 
faculty and admini lration 
M embers of the Columbia College faculty :u e lC'adC'rs in the fi C' lds of com-
munica t ion a nd the academic profe sion of the a rts ~nd c iC' nCC', . ThC'~' ~rC' 
se lected on the bas is of the ir ability to provide d TC'ct ivC' instruction throu gh 
stimulating pre C'ntation . The facu lty members a rc tC'~ching p0c i~ li ts in 
cou rses which corr0spond to the areas of prof0ssiona l a nd a cademic spC'-
cia liza tion in which they have ach ieved pa rti cula r promin0nce. 
JOURNALISM 
RADIO-TELEVISION 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
MOTION PICTURES 
THEATER ARTS · EDUCATION 
MOTION PICTURES 
HUMANITIES 
Artist-in-Residence 
JOURNALISM 
POETRY 
TELEVISION 
JON STEPH EN ANDERSON 
B.A., L.I.D., M cG ill University 
WAYNE ATKINSON 
Sta fT Announcer, 
American Broadcasting Company 
HARRY BARNAHD 
Biogra pher, Writer, Columnist 
JAC K BEHREND 
B.S. , Illino is Institute of T echnology 
President, Behrend 's Inc. 
LAKE BOBBITT 
M.A., George Washington University 
RONALD J. BORN 
B.S., Il linois Ins titt1tc of T echnology 
M gr. , F ilm-Video T a pe, WFLD-TV 
HARRY BOURAS 
Artist, Writer 
WILLIAM BRADEN 
M .S., Northweste rn University 
Chicago Sun-Times 
GWENDOLYN BROOKS 
Pulitzer Prize for P oetry 
G. HAYDE N BROWN 
B.S., Northweste rn U ni vers ity 
T elevision Director, WGN -TV 
LITERATURE 
THEATER ARTS 
MOTION PICTURES 
ADVERTISING 
ADVERTISING 
LIBRARIAN 
MASS COMMUNICATION 
BODY TECHNIQUE 
LITERATURE 
EDUCATION 
ADVERTISING 
LITERATURE-JOURNALISM 
PAUL CARROLL 
M.A., University of Chicago 
Editor, Big Table Books 
WILLIAM S. CRAWFORD 
B.F.A., Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Business Agent, United Scenic Artists 
GEORGE COLBURN 
President, Colburn Motion Picture 
Laboratories 
JAMES R. COUFAL 
B.A., University of Nebraska 
Copy Supervisor, Leo Burnett 
Advertising, Inc. 
AUBREY DAVIS 
B.A., University of Colorado 
Vice President, Integraphics Inc. 
HUBERT E. DAVIS 
M .A.L.S., Rosary College 
GENE DEKOVIC 
President, Communication Research/ 
Planning Inc. 
GERTRUDE ENELOW 
Director, School of Body Dynamics 
JAMES FENWICK 
M.A., Oxford University 
EMIL YE FIELDS 
M.A., Roosevelt University 
ROBERT FREYDER 
M.B.A., DePaul University 
Associate Research Director 
Needham-Harper-Steers 
SAM GADD 
Assistant Editor, Encyclopaedia Britannica 
JOURNALISM HARRY A. GOLDEN, JR. 
Reporter, Chicago Sun-Times 
SOCIAL SCIENCE RICHARD C. HOLBROOK 
M.A., University of Chicago 
ENGLISH EDWARD R. HOMEWOOD 
M.A., University of Iowa 
SOCIAL SCIENCE THE REVEREND JAMES G. JONES 
B.A., Canterbury College, Ind. 
B.D., Nashotah Seminary, Wis. 
Urban Vicar Episcopal Diocese of Chicago 
SOCIAL SCIENCE JULIAN KANNER 
M.A., University of Chicago 
TELEVISION FRANK KAVANAUGH 
B.A., Lake Forest College 
Operations Director, Field 
Communications Corp. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE IRA A. KIPNIS 
Ph.D. & J.D., University of Chicago 
SOCIAL SCIENCE LOUIS Z. KOCH, Assistant Director 
Promotion and Production 
Great Books Foundation 
MOTION PICTURES FRED LASSE 
Producer, Visual Educational Films, Inc. 
ADVERTISING DOROTHY LE FOLD 
Vice Pres., Amer. Merch. M'gmt. Corp. 
JOURNALISM NAT LEHRMAN 
M.A., New York University 
SOCIAL SCIENCE ROBIN D. LESTER 
M .A., University of Chicago 
M .A., Pepperdine College 
TELEVISION THAINE LYMAN 
T echnical Director, WGN-TV 7 
BROADCAST JOURNALISM 
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
TELEVISION 
ENGLISH 
BROADCAST JOURNALISM 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
WRITING 
JOURNALISM 
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ROBERT D. MANEWITH 
B.S.J., M.S.J., Northwestern University 
Radio News Supervisor, WGN 
DONALD MANN 
M. Sp., Columbia College 
J.D., John Ma rshall Law School 
Manager Special Projects and 
Senior Account Executive, 
Columbia Broadcasting System 
LYLE MAYER 
B.A., Institute of Design 
President, Rose & Mayer, Inc. 
DONALD MILLER 
B.A., Butler University 
Producer-Director, WGN-TV 
JAMES F. MOLDENHAUER 
M.A. , State University of Iowa 
PATRICK MULDOWNEY 
B.A., Columbia College 
N ewscaster, WFLD-TV 
JAMES NEWBERRY 
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology 
P hotographer 
DONALD A. NEWGREN 
M.S. , University of Illinois 
Director of Design, Museum of Science 
and Industry 
HOKE NORRIS 
A.B. , Wake Forest University 
N0iman Fellow, H arvard University 
Lit0ra ry Editor, Chicago Sun-Times 
JONAH K. OXMAN 
M.A. , Northwestern University 
Newswriter-Editor, CBS-TV 
SPEECH • EDUCATION 
RADIO • TELEVISION 
FENCING 
THEATER ARTS 
ADVERTISING 
LITERATURE 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
JOURNALISM 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
TELEVISION 
MUSIC 
Composer-in-Residence 
SPEECH 
SUE ANN PARK 
M.F.A., School of Drama, Yale University 
Supervisor, Voice & Speech, Goodman 
Memorial Theater 
AL PARKER 
Columbia College 
Featured Radio-TV Performer 
ROBERT K . PARMACEK 
B.S., Wharton School of Commerce, 
University of Pennsylvania 
National Collegiate Fencing Champion 
ALAN PETERS 
Actor, Director, Producer 
LOIS PATRICH 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Adv. Mgr., Carson Pirie Scott and Company 
HARRY MARK PETRAKIS 
Author, Lecturer 
HERBERT PINZKE 
Institute of Design 
President, Herbert Pinzke Design 
HENRY T. ROEPKEN 
M.S.J. , Northwestern University 
News Editor, WBBM-TV 
SEYMOUR H. ROGOFF 
M.F.A., Yale University 
PHIL RUSKIN 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Television Director, CBS-TV 
WILLIAM RUSSO 
B.A., Roosevelt University 
Composer, Writer 
THEODORE L. SARANTOS 
B.A., Columbia College 9 
BROADCAST ADVERTISING 
WRITING 
EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
DRAMATIC LITERATURE 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
THEATER ARTS 
SCIENCE 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
MOTION PICTURES 
ENGLISH 
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MARY AGNES SCHROEDER 
M .A., Northwestern University 
President, Mas-co, 
Creative Marketing Consultants 
JOHN SCHULTZ 
Author-Editor 
BERNARD SHERMAN 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 
BETTY E. SHIFLETT 
B.S., B.A., Texas Women's University 
PAUL SILLS 
B.A., University of Chicago 
Director, Second City 
JOSEPH STERLING 
M .S., Illinois Institute of T echnology 
Institute of Design 
Magazine Photographer 
LUCILLE COLBERT STRAUSS 
Actress, Director, Producer 
ERNEST SUKOWSKI 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 
LEO TANENBAUM 
Institute of D esign 
President, Tanenbaum D esign Associates 
IRVING TITEL 
B.A., Brooklyn College 
Director of Design, Robert Snyder Assoc. 
SAMUEL VENTURA 
B.A., University of Dayton 
Film Producer-Director, WFLD-TV 
GEORGE WATSON 
M.S., University of Illinois 
Director, Watson Guidance Service 
MOTION PICTURES 
JOURNALISM 
MOTION PICTURES 
GORDON WEISENBORN 
Motion Picture Director 
ALBERT P. WEISMAN 
Vice-Pres., Dir. of Public Relations 
Foote Cone & Belding 
SEYMOUR ZOLOTAROFF 
B.A., University of Southern California 
Film Writer-Producer 
board of trustees 
SEYMOUR L. GALE, Chairman 
President, Gale, Takahashi & Channon 
HARRY A. BOURAS 
WILLIAM W. COBBS II 
President, Systems for Education 
GENE DEKOVIC 
President, Communication Research /Planning 
FRANKLIN FRIED 
President, Triangle Productions 
PHILLIP LEWIS 
President, Lewis Company 
DON P. NATHANSON 
President, North Advertising 
ALFRED PERLMAN 
Vice President, Arthur Rubloff & Co. 
ERWIN A. SALK 
President, Salk Ward & Salk 
MIRRON ALEXANDROFF 
President, Columbia College 
officers and administration 
MIRRON ALEXANDROFF, President 
THADDEUS P . KA WALEK, Vice President-Dean 
NAOMI KELLISON, Registrar 
CAROL LEE FINDER, Bursar 11 
the student guidance program 
The guidance program provides a long-range service to students. It is 
initiated when students enter the College and continues to operate for 
their benefit long after they have graduated and have taken their places in 
the professional world. 
Careful evaluation of the entering student's interests, aptitudes and 
abilities provides guidance counselors with a factual basis for assisting the 
student in selecting the program of study for which he has the greatest 
potentiality for success. 
As pa rt of the regular registration process each college term, a 
faculty-advisor or member of the Administration will review and evaluate 
the student's academic progress, assist in planning the student's continuing 
educa tiona l program and consider any of the student's personal, educa-
tional, or "career" questions. 
Classroom instruction is planned to meet the needs of the individual 
student, so that the greatest opportunity is provided for the development 
of his special abilities. In regular faculty conferences his progress is dis-
cussed and his progra m of study is arranged to provide special assistance 
where necessary. 
When the student has completed his studies, the Graduate Placement 
Service a ids him in obta ining a position for which he is best qualified. The 
Graduate Placement Service is available to the alumnus for advice and 
assistance in securing or changing positions. It provides information on job 
opportunities. It is available to him for the technical advice and informa-
tion he may need in his work. It maintains an interest in and follows his 
growth and development through his professional career. 
admission requirements 
Before being accepted by the College, each applicant must provide evi-
dence, through individual conference, correspondence or examination when 
indicated , that he has the qua lifications and aptitudes to prepare success-
fully in a ny of the fields for which Columbia College offers a preparation. 
The applicant must furnish satisfactory character references and must be 
a high school graduate. Under special circumstances, successful passing of 
the " General Educationa l D evelopment T ests" may be accepted in lieu 
of high school graduation. 
A transcript of the prospective student's high school record and 
transcripts of study from a ll colleges attended are required. Persons from 
foreign countries desiring admission must include character references and 
12 a ll records of their previous education with their application. 
credits and advanced standing 
The unit of credit used by the College is the Semester Hour, which is 
equal to 16-17 class hours of instruction. Advanced standing is given to 
all students who present satisfactory evidence of previous study from an 
institution of higher learning. 
students at large 
Students who do not initially elect a specific degree program may register 
as "students at large" and may elect, with the approval of the Registrar, 
subjects to meet their particular interests and needs. 
CONDUCT 
academic regulations 
Mature, ethical conduct, consistent with the high purpose of the College 
and the serious educational objectives for which the student was accepted 
for admission, is expected at all times. Any problem involving the deport-
ment of a student will be referred to the Dean of the College for action. 
The College emphasizes the student's responsibility for conscientious 
preparation of assignments and the frequent interdependence of students 
upon one another in regards class projects that require an individual con-
tribution to the group effort. Where a student's lack of interest, inadequa te 
preparation or absence detracts from the achievement of the group ob-
jectives, he will, upon the recommendation of the instructor, be dropped 
from the class. 
ATTENDANCE 
Students are expected to attend all class sessions of the courses in which 
they are registered. It is the responsibility of the student to obtain an 
excuse for any excess absence and to arrange with the instructor to make 
up the work missed. 
GRADING 
The grading system used by the College is as follows: A- Excellent; B-
Good; C-Satisfactory; D-Passing; F - Failure; ! - Incomplete. A grade of 
Incomplete (I ) may be given a student who has not handed in certain 
assignments, but was otherwise doing passing work. An "I" grade not 
removed by the end of the term immediately following automatically be-
comes an "F" grade. 13 
The College requires that a student maintain a minimum grade aver-
age of "C," for each term in which he is enrolled. Students placed on 
"Probation" for reasons of scholarship must satisfy the conditions of pro-
bation during their next term. Otherwise, they will be subject to dismissal 
from the College. 
The attention of all students is called to the requirements for the 
Degree as shown on the following pages. At the time of registration, the 
Registrar will make every effort to guide the student in the selection of 
specific subjects that meet Degree requirements. It is the responsibility 
of the student, however, to take these requirements into consideration 
when selecting his program of study. 
STUDENT HEALTH 
The College has a serious and sympathetic concern with the health and 
well-being of every student. All of the Administration and Faculty will 
give immediate help and attention to the student's health or personal 
problems. 
At the time of the student's initial registration, the College must be 
informed of any physical factor or handicap, which may affect the stu-
dent's scholastic or professional achievement or because for special atten-
tion or consideration. 
All students must sign a statement giving the College permission to 
obtain or effect emergency medical attention in the event of accident or 
acute sickness. Students under 21 years of age must have this form signed 
also by a parent or guardian. 
The College does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for medi-
cal attention required by the student, nor for any financial obligations 
which are incurred by the student therefor. 
student activities 
The College's program of student activities is designed to supplement the 
"classroom" and to provide a full opportunity for the exercise of student 
interests, professional association, cultural experiences, social activity, and 
for informal meetings between students and faculty. 
This includes the publishing and display of outstanding student work, 
exhibits of art and photography, musical programs, special lectures, stu-
dent meetings with prominent people in the arts, communication profes-
sions and those who have special association with significant events, film 
14 showings, and campus chapters of professional organizations. 
cultural program 
THE ARTIST AND COMPOSER-IN-RESIDENCE 
Columbia College provides an exceptional cultural environment. P a rt of 
this is obtained by the attendance of a uniquely accomplished faculty in 
the arts, humanities and literature. 
Of pa~ticular significance is the distinguished presence of the Col-
lege's outstanding artists-in-residence. Harry Bouras, Artist-in-Residence, 
is a celebrated American artist and an extraordinary teacher and scholar. 
William Russo, Composer-in-Residence, is a composer of world stature 
and occupies a first rank in contemporary music. 
They are responsible for directing student experiences in the a rts, 
the planning of exhibits and concerts, discussions with students and con-
sultation with the Faculty, and for making the arts a significant part of 
the entire life of the College. 
library 
The College Library exists to serve the students, faculty and stafT of 
Columbia College. As such, its function is to serve as a resource and in-
formation center, providing both book and non-book material. Every efTort 
is made so that each student will have access to material enabling him to 
apply the various methods of the communication media and to benefit 
from them. The book collection concentrates on supplementing the in-
structional programs of the College. 
A professional librarian is available for consultation, and when indi-
vidual needs arise which cannot be met in the usual manner, will direct 
students to the resources of various other libraries. 
The College Library contains a specia lized reference collection, a 
collection of reserve and independent texts, a general reference collection 
and books available for general circulation. Non-book ma terial includes: 
records, films, tape-recordings, and various types of audio-visual equip-
ment. 
15 
requirements for the bachelor's degree 
16 
The Bachelor of Arts D egree is awarded in Speech and Communication 
Arts to students who complete 132 semester hours of acceptable study. 
Students transferring credits from other colleges must complete a mini-
mum of 36 semester hours in residence at Columbia College. Subject re-
quirements for transfer students will be adjusted on basis of equivalent 
or related courses taken at other institutions. 
Semester Hours Required Basic Area Program Required 
The Communication Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Mass Communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fundamentals of Visual Communication . . . . . . 2 
Photography I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fundamentals of Television.. .... .. .. . . . . . . 2 
Fundamentals of Motion Pictures . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fundamentals of Journalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Communication Projects (Senior Year) . . . . . . 4 
Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
English-Literature-Journalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Science . . .................. .... .. . . .... .. . 6 
Humanities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Major area of concentration .. .... . ....... . 38 or 46* 
Electives: from curriculum at large .. .. ... . . . 18 or 26* 
total 132 
*in relation to major area of concentration selected 
1 
major area of concentration 
The following is a list of the courses of study required within each area of 
concentration. The area of concentration is selected by the student with 
Faculty counsel in accordance with the student's interests, abilities, and 
goals. Programs of study outlined are designed to guide students to a 
thorough and practical experience in their main field of concentration. 
Subjects may be substituted as appropriate to individual students' needs 
and experience in the field. However, advanced standing is dependent 
upon the student's understanding of the field. Advanced standing will be 
determined by the Faculty advisor and chairman of the respective field 
of concentration. 
Television 
Semester 
Hours 
TV Facilities I, II.. ... .... .. . 4 
Audio-Visual Foundations II. . 2 
Photography II . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Application of Visual Language 2 
Visual Communication Wkshp. 2 
Lighting I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Stagecraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Theater I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
TV Production Workshop I, II 8 
Color TV and Video Tape Prod. 2 
TV Program Management. . . . 2 
Motion Picture Workshop I. . . 2 
Broadcast Writing . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast News . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
News Film. . .... . ....... . .. 2 
Educational TV Workshop . . . . 4 
Public Affairs Films. . . . . . . . . 2 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
total 64 
Radio Broadcasting 
Semester 
Hours 
Speech Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Radio Broadcasting I, II, Ill. . 12 
Theater I .. . .. .... .... .. . . . 4 
Interviewing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
News Writing I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast News . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast Writing . . . . . . . . . . 2 
TV Facilities I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast Management . . . . . 2 
TV Announcing . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Special Interest Programs. . . . 2 
Audio-Visual Foundations II . . 2 
General Advertising . . . . . . . . 2 
Social Science (in addition to 
Soc. Sci. requirement) . . . . 8 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
total 64 
17 
18 
Journalism-English 
Semester 
Hours 
News Writing I, II. . . . . . . . . . . 4 
News Workshop I, II . . . . . . . . . 4 
Feature Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast News .... . .... . .. 2 
Interviewing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Public Relations . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fiction Writing Workshop I, II 8 
Poetry Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Playwriting 
F . Broadcast Writing 
rom. Motion Picture Writing 
Advertising Copywriting 4 
Literature (in addition to 
''English-Literature'' 
requirement) . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
total 64 
Advertising 
Semester 
Hours 
General Advertising 2 
Copywriting I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Marketing I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Advertising Research . . . . . . . 2 
Advertising Media . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Advertising Production . . . . . 2 
Retail Advertising . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Advertising Workshop, I, II .. . 4 
News Writing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Public Relations . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Application of Visual Language 2 
Photography II, Ill . . . . . . . . . . 4 
TV Facilities I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Radio Broadcasting I. . . . . . . . 4 
Broadcast Writing . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Broadcast Management . . . . . 2 
TV Program Management. . . . 2 
Motion Picture Workshop I . . . 2 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
total 64 
Motion Pictures 
Semester 
Hours 
TV Studio Facilities I . . . . . . . . 2 
Audio-Visual Foundations I, II 4 
Photography II, Ill. . . . . . . . . . 4 
Application of Visual Language 2 
Stagecraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Theater I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Color TV and Video Tape Prod. 2 
Motion Picture Workshop I, II 6 
Sound Film . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Studio Motion Picture Prod. . . 4 
News Film. ..... . .......... 2 
Motion Picture Writing. . . . . . 2 
Special Purpose Films ....... 4 
Public Affairs Films ...... . .. 4 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
total 64 
Audio-Visual Communication 
Semester 
Hours 
Audio-Visual Foundations I, II 4 
Audio-Visual Learning Theory 
and Evaluation . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Photography II . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Audio-Visual Materials I, II . . . 4 
Graphics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Motion Picture Workshop I .. . 2 
TV Studio Facilities I . . . . . . . . 2 
TV Production Workshop I . . . 4 
Educational TV Workshop. . . . 4 
Photography Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Motion Picture Subjects. 8 
New Media . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Communication Systems 4 
Advanced Audio-Visual 
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Electives .... . ........ . .... 14 
total 64 
Dramatic Arts* 
Semester 
Hours 
Theater I .. .. ... ....... ... . 
Acting Workshop . ....... . . 
Advanced,Acting Workshop .. 
Body Technique I, II ..... ... . 
Speech Ill, IV ............. . 
Lighting I ................ . 
Stagecraft ......... . .... .. . 
4 
4 
32** 
4 
4 
2 
2 
Semester 
Hours 
Dramatic Literature/Theater 
History (in addition to 
English-Literature 
requirement) ........... . 
Music in the Theater ....... . 
Principles of Directing ..... . 
total 
6 
2 
4 
64 
*Continuing engagement in "Acting Concentration" is based on faculty selection and 
approval. 
**Advanced acting students may be permitted non-credit participation in Adv. Act. 
Wk. productions beyond maximum credit in this subject area with the consent of the 
Department Chairman. 
Education-Speech and Dramatic Arts 
Semester 
Hou rs 
English-Literature (Min. 6 s.h. 
in " Dramatic Literature") .. 18 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Social Science .... ......... 14 
Humanities .. .. .. .. .. ... ... 10 
Health & Physical Education . 3 
Educational Psychology . . . . . 2 
Methods & Techniques of 
Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
American Education . . . . . . . . 2 
Student Teaching . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Electives in Education . . . . . . . 4 
Audio-Visual Instruction Specialist 
Semester 
Hours 
Audio-Visual Foundations I, II 4 
Photography II . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Graphics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Motion Picture Workshop I. . 2 
TV Studio Facilities I . . . . . . . . 2 
TV Production Workshop I . . . 4 
Educational TV Workshop . . . . 4 
Audio-Visual Materials I, II . . 4 
Semeste r 
Hours 
Speech I, II, Ill, IV . . . ...... . 
Theater I . .. . . .. . ... ...... . 
Acting Workshop . .. .. .. . .. . 
Advanced Acting Workshop .. 
Body Technique I, II ..... . . . 
Lighting .. ... .... .. ... . . . . 
Stagecraft . ..... . ...... .. . . 
Music in the Theater .... ... . 
Principles of Directing .. .. . . 
Electives . . ..... . . . ....... . 
total 
8 
4 
4 
16 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
18 
132 
Semester 
Hours 
Audio-Visual Learning Theory 
& Evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Adv. Aud io-Visual Laboratory 4 
New Media . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Stagecraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Audio-Visual Management . . . 3 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Liberal Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Basic Program . . . . .... . . . . . 18 
Slud• ·nls who t' XIH'< ' I to qualif_v for the spt•.-ial l"ertitil"ate in the fie ld of nudio-v isu a l 
instrudion lllliSt rnt•t• t Slal t• n·quirt•nH·nts in tl'rrns of Edtrl"ation courses and s tudent 
l•·a .. hing- . Tlu· followi ng- st·q ru·rH"I' of subjeds l"onfo rllls to the requ i re111ents of the State 
of lllirwis Tt·:rdu·r ( '•·rtilinllion 1\oard. 
Educati onal Psychology . . . . . 2 
Methods and Techn iques of 
Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
American Education . . . . . . . . 2 
Studen t Teaching . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Electives in Profess ional 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
total 132 
The following course descriptions are listed by particular a rea of study. 
The numerical code may be assumed to indicate basic ( 100) to advanced 
( 400) study levels. The Catalogue lists a ll courses offered by the College. 
Subjects are offered at regular semester intervals consistent with course 
sequence requirements. The College reserves the right to offer and sched-
ule courses according to its estimate of appropriate occasion. 2 l 
television 
100. FUNDAMENTALS OF TV 2 s.h. 
A general introduction to the basic practices and terminology in tele-
vision. A survey of television studio equipment, programming and produc-
tion, film, music, and TV advertising. Comprehensive survey of TV 
depa rtmental organization, coordination and personnel. 
111. AUDIO-VISUAL FOUNDATIONS II 2 s.h. 
A survey of funda menta l electronics. The principles of operation of audio-
video equipment in broadcasting and related t echnical facilities. 
200. TV STUDIO FACILITIES I 2 s.h. 
Practical experience in live TV studio operations including cameras, 
lights, microphones, telecine equipment and video tape. Exploration 
of basic production techniques under broadcast conditions using full tele-
vision control room equipment; composite and non-composite video 
switcher, a udio console and turntables, audio -tape, etc. 
201. TV STUDIO FACILITIES II 2 s.h. 
A continua tion of previous course (Television 200.) 
240. LIGHTING I 2 s.h. 
A comprehensive study of lighting with application to television, stage and 
motion pictures. A considera tion of scenery, costumes, and drama tic ob-
jectives in relation to lighting. Lighting control and arrangement, lights 
and lighting equipment. Interior and exterior lighting and the creation 
of mood a nd specia l lighting effects. 
241. LIGHTING II 2 s.h. 
A continuation of previous course (Television 240.) 
300. TV PRODUCTION WORKSHOP I 4 s.h. 
A practical workshop in television program production. Live studio pro-
duction and integrating filmed and video tape material. 
301. TV PRODUCTION WORKSHOP II 4 s.h. 
A continuation of previous course (Television 300.) 
310. TV PRODUCTION COMMERCIALS 2 s.h. 
Workshop concentrating on the special problems of producing live, video-
taped and filmed television commercials. 
320. TV ANNOUNCING 2 s.h. 
In practical, "before-the-camera" situations, the student obtains directed 
experience in TV commercial announcing and in "emceeing" TV features, 
demonstration, interview, quiz, children, homemaker and audience par-
ticipation programs. 
322. BROADCAST SPORTS PROGRAMS 2 s.h. 
This class provides specialized study in all phases of broadcast sports 
programs. It includes experience in play-by-play, studio sports shows, re-
capitulation from wire copy, sports interviews, sports research, statistics 
for the announcer and writer, and production problems in the "on the 
scene" broadcasting of sports events. 
323. BROADCAST NEWS I 2 s.h. 
The production and presentation of news programs. Practice in news an-
nouncing, analysis and the broadcast editorial. Journalism for the broad-
cast media. News gathering, editing, writing and use of news services and 
sources. Creating the current events documentary and special events pro-
gram. Use of film for television news. On-the-spot film and video tape news 
reporting. Use of video tape in daily news formats. 
324. BROADCAST NEWS II 2 s.h. 
A continuation of previous course (Television 323.) 
326. WORLD BROADCASTING AND COMMUNICATIONS 2 s.h. 
A study of the broadcasting standards and practices of various countries 
of the world. Role of broadcasting in inter-cultural exchange and interna-
tional relations. 
330. TV PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 2s.h. 
The study of TV show fiscal management; procurement of talent and the 
administration of production personnel and technical crews. The super-
vision of a station's production schedule. The scheduling of programs. 
Coordination between Programming, Production and other departments. 
400. ADVANCED TV PRODUCTION WORKSHOP I 4 s.h. 
Application of preceding "workshop" experience and TV directing assign-
ments at an advanced level. 
401. ADVANCED TV PRODUCTION WORKSHOP II 4s.h. 
A continuation of "TV Workshop 400," including the development of 
various program formats from inception to "on-the-air" production. Con-
sideration of video-tape and remote telecasts. [Prerequisite: Consent of 
Instructor.] 
410. COLOR TV AND VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION 2s.h. 
An examination of the special production problems involved in color TV 
and video taped production. 
420. SPECIAL EFFECTS 2 s.h. 
The integration of models, mock-ups, and dioramas with full scale set-
tings. The construction and design of dioramas and miniatures, etc. The 
production of visual effects (rain, snow, fire, explosions). Special prop 
24 procurement. Recorded sound effects. 
100. RADIO BROADCASTING I 
radio broadcasting 
4 s.h. 
A primary course in radio broadcasting and radio station procedure. 
Practical experience in the main broadcasting functions : announcing, 
record music, "control board," broadcast news, radio writing, commer-
cial procedures. Radio as a medium of public service and for education. 
200. RADIO BROADCASTING II 4 s.h . 
Station operation within the "broadcast day." Class offers integrated 
practice in the various broadcasting functions: announcing, writing, pro-
gram building, acting, station management and program directing, ad-
vertising, sales and promotions and record programs. Emphasis IS on 
developing "individuality" and personal style of broadcasting. 
201. RADIO BROADCASTING Ill 4 s.h. 
A continuation of Radio Broadcasting 200. 
310. INTERVIEWING 2 s.h. 
Concentrated experience in interviewing for the broadcast media. Inter-
view planning. T echniques to create informative or provocative inter-
views. Methods of questioning and commentary. Prohibitions. Organizing 
and moderating the broadcast discussion show. 
320. SPECIAL INTEREST PROGRAMS 2 s.h. 
Program material and broadcast projects for the special interest radio-
television audience. Farm and rural, "country-western," "R and B" music 
specialties. Foreign language programming. FM cultural. Special audi-
ence station organization. 
360. BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 2 s.h. 
The business of the broadcast medium. Station-advertising agency rela-
tionships. Radio-television "time" selling and " time" buying. Audience 
measurement practices. Sales contracts. Labor relations. Overhead and 
program costs. Control of program elements. The inter-relationship of 
Programming, Traffic, and Continuity departments. 
25 
motion pictures 
J\ program of study presenting th e element of comm unication in th e 
motion picture medium. I n a sequence of developm ent and growth. stu-
dents becom e familiar with all phases of m otion picture expression . Th e 
program 's accent is on th e developm ent of craft smanship and crea tivi ty. 
J\dvanced courses encourage th e student to develop his own particular 
area of interest as wr£ler, director , cam eraman or editor. Th e seminars 
provid e professional levels o f experience in th e team relationships impor-
tant for crea tive worh in th e cinema. 
200. FUNDAMENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES 2 s.h. 
R eview of visua l communication methods; addition o f space- time dimen-
s ion to the la nguage of pictures. Workshop experience with basic c le-
ments: the sho t; the image; montage as ideogra m ; the sequence as the 
basic unit of the film sto ry. Introduction to usc of camera a nd light meter, 
control of picture qua lity a nd c lements of composition. 
210. MOTION PICTURE WORKSHOP I 2 s.h. 
Workshop experience in expressing ideas with film. Exploring the creative 
usc of composition, camera angle, pe rspective of various lenses, usc of 
day li ght nnd artifi cia l li ght sources, editing techn iques a nd pa tte rns of 
montage. 
300. STUDIO MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION 4 s.h. 
Workshop <'xpcriencc with lighting units , cameras a nd sound equipment in 
the studio s ituntion. Problems of stud io procedures, shooting schedules 
and s tudio costs. Production of te levis ion commercia ls providing c rea tive 
<'XIWri<•ncP with sound , special e ffects, s top action, a nima tion, and usc of 
su per-imposed images. 
301. MOTION PICTURE WORKSHOP II 4 s.h. 
Furl h<'r d<'V<' Iopment of persona l skills in c rea tive seeing a nd ex pres ion 
of ideas in tlw film medium . Experience in working in various capacities 
in tlw production team: writ!'r; dir!'ctor; cam!'rama n a nd editor. Prob-
l<'mS of introduc ing tlw sound dimens ion to the visua l medium a rc cxam-
irwd by :tdding narr:1tion . 
305. PUBLIC AFFAIRS FILMS 4 s.h. 
vVorkshop <'XIWri<'ncP in production of docunwnt:1 ry films as comment on 
:tnd expos ition of the soc ial scene. J~x:1mincs problems of resea rch a nd 
organization of icl!'as; establi shing r<':1lity and the "you a rc the re" a tmo-
splwrP. Sp!'cial problems of direct ion, interv iewing a nd ma inta ining good 
public r!'lations. New techniques in recordin g pic ture and sound as a n 
:ZG aid to grea ter rea lit y. 
320. NEWS FILM 4 s.h. 
Workshop experience with the special tools of the news medium: single 
system magnetic sound cameras; creative use of the zoom lens; portable 
lighting units; microphones for news coverage. Practice in techniques of 
news coverage by reporter/director, cameraman and sound man. Using 
the double-chain to overcome limitations of single system sound and pic-
ture. Production of the news short. 
325. SPECIAL PURPOSE FILMS 4 s.h. 
M otion pictures for education and industry. Designing audio-visual aids 
for classroom use to demonstrate ideas, provide orientation and enrichment 
in a subject area. Creative use of motion picture techniques in telling the 
story of an industry, projecting a corporate image, preparing educational 
and industrial training films. 
350. SOUND FILM 4 s.h. 
Sound as a creative element of motion pictures. Introduction to single and 
double system sound equipment and recording techniques. Problems of 
editing and direction in each system are considered. Students explore the 
integration of sound into a unified production, combining narration, dia-
logue, music and sound effects with visual elements. 
420. SEMINAR IN MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION 4 s.h. 
Advanced experience in film production with opportunities to develop 
personal skills in a specific activity. Professional relationships in a pro-
duction team are developed during the making of a film selected by the 
students. 
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journalism-English 
Particular writing subjects are required of all students consistent with 
their areas of concentration. Other writing subjects may be taken as 
electives. 
100. ENGLISH COMPOSITION 2 s .h. 
I' undamenta ls of writing. Necessary review of grammar. Principles of 
exposi tory writing. 
101. ENGLISH COMPOSITION II 2 s.h. 
Written composition, based on the study of the types of discourse and 
the forms of literary writing. 
102. ENGLISH COMPOSITION Ill 2 s.h. 
The theory and practice of expository writing, emphasizing good organi-
zation of ideas and frorceful expressions. Collateral readings for effective 
expository writing. 
130. FUNDAMENTALS OF JOURNALISM 2s.h. 
A broad survey of the field of journalism, including a study of news-
papers, magazines and house organs. Lectures, discussions, films, visits 
to local newspaper plants, and interviews with journalists. 
230. NEWS WRITING I 2 s.h. 
Intensive practice in gathering and writing of news. The factors that go 
into getting a good story. Development of a sound news sense. 
231 . NEWS WRITING II 
A continuation of the development of news writing skills. 
310. FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP I 
Techniques of writing fiction. 
311. FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP II 
Continuation of previous course (Fiction Writing Workshop 310). 
312. FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP Ill 
Continuation of previous course (Fiction Writing Workshop 311). 
313. FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP IV 
28 Continua tion of previous course (Fiction Writing Workshop 312). 
2s.h. 
4 s.h. 
4 s.h. 
4 s.h. 
4 s.h. 
314. WRITING CRITIQUE SEMINAR 4 s.h. 
A seminar or tutorial environment for individual writing assignments at 
an advanced level in a medium appropriate to the student's interest and 
qualification. 
315. WRITING CRITIQUE SEMINAR 4 s.h. 
A continued writing experience as in Writing 314. 
322. POETRY WORKSHOP 2 s.h. 
A workshop for the poetry writer or serious student of poetic literature. 
325. BROADCAST WRITING 2 s.h. 
Writing for radio and television. Commercial, dramatic and program 
features. 
330. FEATURE WRITING 2 s.h. 
Research and writing for newspaper and magazme features and special 
assignments. 
350. NEWS WORKSHOP I 2s.h. 
An advanced project in news reporting requiring mature writing and re-
search skills. Regular and varied news assignments and feature reporting. 
401. MOTION PICTURE WRITING 2s.h. 
Introduction to writing for motion pictures in relation to other writing 
forms. Developing writing styles for film treatments, scripts and narra-
tions. Special problems in adapting a written work such as a play, short 
story or novel to a visual medium. Practice in script writing for industrial, 
commercial, documentary or feature film. 
410. PLAYWRITING 2s.h. 
A practical workshop in playwriting to provide the student with experi-
ence in writing dialogue, plotting, and play construction. Critique of in-
dividual student playwriting projects. 
450. NEWS WORKSHOP II 2 s.h. 
Continuation at an advanced level of News Workshop 350. 
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dramatic arts 
The Dramatic Arts Program is designed primarily for students who are 
seriously interested in preparing for professional acting or directing ob jec-
tives in television, in the theater, and in motion pictures. 
It provides intensive training in acting and accompanying study in 
speech and related theater arts subjects under the direction of the most 
qualified instructional staff. 
Through regular stage presentations of significant plays and the produc-
tions of the television and motion picture departments of the College, the 
acting "major" has exceptional opportunities for obtaining performance 
experience in all of the acting mediums. 
With faculty approval, students may select the Dramatic Arts Program 
as their area of professional concentration. The student's program in act-
ing will be determined on an individual basis to provide a maximum 
opportunity for professional development. Admission to advanced acting 
subjects will depend on the student's progress and potential. 
Students who are interested only in acting may enroll as "special 
students" providing their programs will, in the judgment of the College, 
permit them to achieve their objectives. 
100. THEATER I 4 s.h. 
Basic training in acting technique. Introduction to characterization and 
interpretation. Exercises in dramatic improvisation, justification, sense 
memory, observation and concentration. 
200. ACTING WORKSHOP 4 s.h. 
Application of techniques learned in Theater I; with rehearsal and per-
formance of scenes from representative plays. Continuing concentration 
on "workshop" exercises. 
210. BODY TECHNIQUE I 2 s.h. 
Exercises and techniques to achieve effective body response and control 
as an instrument for the actor. 
211 . BODY TECHNIQUE II (FENCING) 2 s.h. 
Special exercises to achieve effective body response and control for the 
actor. 
225. MAKEUP 2 s.h. 
Cha racter delineation through the application of makeup and characteri-
30 zation techniques developed for the stage, television and motion pictures. 
230. STAGECRAFT 2 .h. 
Pr~ctica l work in sc<:nc-ry and sd pn inting. Sd d <:corn ti on . S tudio :1nd 
stage probl <:m s in "sd up" and "strik<:" o f scen ery and settings. Sc<:n<: 
storage and set tran porL1. tion. 
300-304. ADVANCED ACTING WORKSHOP 8 s.h. 
J\n ad vanc<:d workshop in act ing p roblem s. This profession:1 l l c' w l ex-
peri ence' includ<:s parti c ipati on in product ions stag<:d for publi c perfor -
m ance and int<: nsi ve studio work. ( Parti ·ipn ti on by F;H:ulty select ion. l 
330. SCENE DESIGN I 2 .h. 
Tra ining in scene d <:s ign and dra ftin g, a rchit<:ctu rc and o rnam<:nt res<'a r ·h . 
Sccn <: ry and sL1.g ing techniques. 
340. TV ACTING 2 s. h . 
Actin g tcchniqu<: as they a rc adapted to the m edium of tPiev ision . Th <: 
class d ev<: lops a "cam <:ra consciousn<:ss" 111 th<: stud <:nt and p rov id<:s 
tra ining in m ov<:m ent for TV. 
400. PRINCIPLES OF DIRECTING ,1 s.h . 
B asic theory o f directing. P lay ana lysis. Preparation o f " Director's book ." 
The director's relationship t o the actor and other cr<:a tivc production as-
si gnment . Spec ia l directing proj ects. [ Prerequ isite: Facu l ty se lec ti on. ! 
401 . DIRECTING 8 s.h. 
Advanced a si gnments 111 stage directing. 
advertising 
100. GENERAL ADVERTISING 2 s.h. 
Survey of the basic principles and practices of advertising: the planning 
of an advertising campaign, layout and copy plan, media, market analysis, 
mechanics and production, schedules and appropriations; the role of the 
advertising agency and related topics. 
120. MARKETING I 2s.h. 
The nature of marketing; marketing functions and institutions; retailing 
and wholesale practices; manufacturer and middleman relations. 
220. MARKETING II 
In depth study and analysis of marketing functions and institutions. 
Emphasis placed upon the evaluation of consumer goods, promotional 
strategy, management of sales force, and marketing legislation. 
230. ADVERTISING MEDIA 2 s.h. 
Selection of effective advertising media through analysis of circulation, 
"audience" and market information. Practical and theoretical training in 
media analysis, planning and media buying. 
250. PUBLIC RELATIONS 2 s.h. 
Experience in creating and exploiting publicity. Writing publicity copy 
and news releases; developing publicity sources. The mechanics of con-
ducting publicity. The publicity requirements of the entertainment indus-
try. Principles of public relations. Creation of good will in employee, 
stockholder and community relations. 
260. ADVERTISING PRODUCTION 2s.h. 
A practical study of the key problems of advertising production: printing, 
reproduction and duplicating processes, using art work and photography, 
paper, ink, typography, proofreading, bindery and gravure. 
300. COPYWRITING I 2s.h. 
Practical experience in copywriting for a variety of media, products and 
services. Special attention is given to producing effective copy for retail 
sales, direct mail, small ads, circulars, trade papers, contests, slogans 
and institutional advertising projects. 
301. COPYWRITING II 2s.h. 
Continued development of copywriting skills for effective copy. Special 
assigned copywriting projects for radio, television, newspapers, magazines, 
32 outdoor advertising and car cards. 
310. RETAIL ADVERTISING 2 s.h. 
A practical "workshop" in retail advertising and "point of sale" mer-
chandising, covering projects for small businesses, circular and pamphlet 
preparation, window and counter displays, direct mail, market measure-
ment, publicity, trade associations, cooperative advertising and the use 
of TV and radio. 
320. ADVERTISING RESEARCH 2 s.h. 
The practical application of scientific methods in the analysis of adver-
tising and marketing problems. Student projects in market analysis in-
volving planning, interpretation and presentation of results. 
330. ADVERTISING WORKSHOP I 2 s.h. 
Advertising agency and department procedures. Practical experience in 
agency operations, creative functions, account executive procedures and 
advertising campaigns. Specialized advertising methods. 
331. ADVERTISING WORKSHOP II 2 s.h. 
Continued experience in applying all the media, creative function and 
research to special advertising projects. 
audio-visual communication 
Cont emporary technology ha produced a dazzling array of machine, and 
methods to meet the exploding need for the di emination of A·notl'ledge. 
Th is program of . tudy provide a comprehen, ice experience tl'ith the con-
cepts , tech nique. , and material for th e effectice u , e of th ee fa cilitie . 
Th e emphasi i, on the human requirement ·; on ach ieving the condition. 
Ll'hich mu l preva il i f audio-visua l tech nique are to be cn ·ant of learning 
in stead of d ehumanizing cond itioning. 
110. AUDIO-VISUAL FOUNDATIONS I 2 .h. 
A pract ica l s tudy of e le men ta ry physics in re la tion to li ght a nd sound a nd 
the a pplica tion of these principles in a udio-visua l d evices a nd ys tcm . 
120. AUDIO-VISUAL LEARNING THEORY AND EVALUATION 2 .h . 
A s tud y of the lea rning process a nd the pa rt tha t a ura l a nd v i ua l forms 
play in cognition a nd the retention a nd a pplicati on of inform~ tion ; the 
va ria tions in retention a ttributab le to presenta tion me thods; a nd the 
techniques fo r assessme nt of lea rning e ffectiveness. 
130. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS I 2 s .h . 
A pmcti c:1 l s tudy in pre pa rin g a nd us ing basic a udio- visua l m:1 tc ria ls uch 
as owrhcad transparenc ies, 35mm s lides and films trips, fe lt board , loop 
films a nd opaque projection ma te ria ls, e tc. 
131 . AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS II 2 .h . 
A continua tion of Audio-Visua l 130. T his is a s tudy of the cha r:1ctcri tics 
of di sc recordin gs, a nd L.1 pe a nd film for e lectronic mcdi :1 a nd more 
sophis ticated methods for produc ing visua ls, inc luding multi · im:1ge pro-
jection and multi-media techniq ues . 
200. GRAPHICS 2 .h. 
A pr:1ct ica l inquiry covering the ra nge o f me thod ava ilab le fo r produ cing 
g ra phic images to be used in print, film , a nd e lectronic media . The . tuden t 
is im·o lw d with the d c\"C' lopment o f gra phic images in vo lving ty pographic , 
pho tographi c and ill ust ra ti ve c le ments. 
210. AUDIO-VISUAL MANAGEMENT 3 .h. 
Th<' orga ni za ti on a nd mai nt c'nance of a n A-V fac ilit .v fo r ecl uc:1 t iona l pur-
pos<'s. The select ion :1ncl acq ui ition of mate ria l: and tlw nw thods for 
s to r:q.:<' :l!1d c ircula ti on. The ·'efl ic ie ncy s ide" o f edu ca ti ona l J\ -V in \"o lving 
m:lnag<' m<'nt techniques to achi e\'C' optimum be nefit from an a udio-vi sua l 
3·1 ins t:1ll:ltion . 
300. NEW MEDIA 4 s.h. 
An intensive study of the characteristics and performance of new media 
in the educational process. Included in the study are: teaching machines, 
computer systems, random access systems, learning labs, and advanced 
application of television. 
350. EDUCATIONAL TV WORKSHOP 4 s.h. 
This workshop explores, and provides practical experience, in a broad 
range of educational applications of television, from videotape recorders 
in "classroom" ,techniques to televised education on a total system basis. 
The work involves the use of equipment in classrooms, in studios, and on 
location; the planning of effective educational experiences through the 
television medium; and achieving optimum educational performance from 
television installations. 
400. ADVANCED AUDIO-VISUAL LABORATORY 4 s.h. 
An advanced workshop. The employment of a udio-visua l methods in de-
veloping curriculum projects. The work brings into practical application 
all of the theory, materials, and "hardware" covered in the preceding 
courses. 
410. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 4 s.h. 
Intensive study of systematic techniques for the design of effective com-
munication systems. The student confronts problems involving human 
information reception and the new media of communication. 
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education 
Applicable to programs of study in Speech- Dramatic Arts; A-V Instruc-
tion. 
100. HISTORY OF EDUCATION I 2 s.h. 
The development of the American educational system. Analyzes the in-
fluence of European education upon American education. Traditional and 
progressive approaches to educational problems. 
101. HISTORY OF EDUCATION II 2 s.h . 
The nature of the American educa tiona l system today. Basic issues con-
fronting American schools in a changing society. The historical perspective 
of current practices and problems in education. 
120. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3 s.h. 
The structure and functions of the human mechanism. Development and 
appreciation of health principles and of physical training methods. Safety 
education; recreation programs. 
215. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 2 s.h. 
A study of the principles and theories of learning as they apply in the 
classroom setting. Analyzes recent research findings in how learning takes 
place, the teacher's role in the educational process, the behavior charac-
teristics of the learner, and the influence of the socio-economic culture 
upon the learning process. 
220. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE 2 s.h. 
A study of the nature of services in school guidance programs. Ana lyzes 
the functions of school counsellors and guidance personnel. Reviews the 
guidance functions of the classroom teacher in the educational process. 
230. INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH THERAPY 2s.h. 
The course is designed to provide a general survey of the subject of speech 
therapy, a review of literature and methodology, and an examination of 
current practices. 
300. METHODS OF TEACHING SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS I 2s.h. 
A study of methods and technique of teaching speech and dramatic arts. 
The educationa l role of speech education in the language arts program. 
Emphasis on diagnostic and evalua tion techniques of various speech dis-
orders. Opportunity for observation and participation in a school setting. 
301. METHODS OF TEACHING SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS II 2 s.h. 
36 A continuation of "Methods 300." 
302. METHODS OF TEACHING SPEECH 2 s.h. 
Intensive study and training in the "Lessac" method for voice and speech 
training. Practice and analyses of the methodology and procedure in the 
use and training of the human voice. Development of techniques and 
understandings to the bio-dynamics of voice and speech as developed by 
Arthur Lessac. 
400. STUDENT TEACHING 5 s.h. 
Internship under the supervision of a master teacher in one of the cooper-
ating schools. The student will assume the full responsibility for a group 
of learners in his major field of study and participate completely in the 
activities of the host school and community. 
communication 
This course sequence is an important background to study in particular 
areas of communication and its arts. The subjects in "visual language" 
provide an essential esthetic and practical dimension to such study and 
can contribute importantly to all creative work. Other courses in com-
munication aim at a heightened understanding of the role and effect of 
communication methods and media in the nature and development of 
societies. 
100. FUNDAMENTALS OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 2 s.h. 
A basic foundation course to define some of the elements that form our 
visual language. The project method is used in the exploration of com-
munication as a sensory experience. Projects will range from codes, 
animated flip cards, and paper structure to photomontage, type charac-
terization and simple drawing. 
101. APPLICATION OF VISUAL LANGUAGE 2s.h. 
The study of the phenomenon of color, its emotional subjective content 
as well as its objective functions. Exploration of the time/motion aspect 
of messages through experiments with simple film animation. 
110. PHOTOGRAPHY I 2 s.h. 
An introduction to the visual, communication and technical aspects of 
photography. Camera, darkroom and preparation methods. 
111. PHOTOGRAPHY II 2 s.h. 
Continued investigation of basic technical and visual aspects of photogra-
phy. Introduction of various methods and techniques of communication 
through the medium of photography. 
120. THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 2 s.h. 
An introduction to the many factors involved in human communication 
processes: the human being as a receiver and sender of information; the 
methods for encoding information for communication; the media of com-
munica tion; and the nature of communication systems ranging from 
intra -personal to mass communication. 
200. VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 2 s.h. 
The study, through experimentation and projects, of relating one graphic 
image to another in a purposeful visual flow. The development of skills 
necessary to tell a "story" in visual terms. 
210. PHOTOGRAPHY Ill WORKSHOP 2 s.h. 
Individual and group projects exploring the manner of communicating 
3S photographically using journalistic techniques. 
310. PHOTOGRAPHY IV ADVANCED WORKSHOP 2 s.h. 
Advanced workshop involving extended group projects dealing with nu-
merous possibilities in expanding existing forms of communication through 
new uses of black and white and color photography. 
320. MASS COMMUNICATION 2 s.h. 
A study of the relationship between society and the media of mass com-
munication: how the nature and function of the media are affected by the 
social and political structure of society and, in turn, the social effects of 
mass communication. 
400. COMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS 4 s.h. 
Individual student projects under Faculty guidance in the creative appli-
cation of communication methods or media to: illuminate or produce an 
"in depth" study of a social problem or current issue; focus attention or 
organize opinion; disseminate information; or, as a means of effective 
education. (Sr. year standing or consent of Dean) . Students from foreign 
countries may concentrate on a practical study of the application of com-
munication facilities or techniques to educational, informational or cul-
tural projects of their own country or region. 
humanities-literature 
100. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 2 s.h. 
A general survey of the fie ld of philosophy in which s ignificant curren ts 
of thoughts a rc considered . The works of leading philosophers a re s tudied. 
Designed to introd uce the student to philosophical issues and mqu1ry. 
120. ART HISTORY 2 s.h. 
A survey of the ma jor periods a nd a reas of accomplishment in Art: 
pa inting, sculpture, a rchitecture a nd design. 
130. CONTEMPORARY CULTURE 2 s.h. 
The sta te of the Arts today: Music, Art, Literature, the Theater a nd 
other enterta inment forms. An assessment of current society a nd its motive 
a nd sha ping effect on the cultura l forms. 
200. AMERICAN LITERATURE I 2 s.h. 
A study of American lite ra ture (excluding Poetry & Dra ma) and asso-
ciated his torica l backgrounds, contempora ry Arts a nd critic ism. R epre-
senta tive works selected from Poe/ H a wthorne/ M elville/ Twa in / Cra ne/ 
J a mes/ N orris/ Cather / Dreiser/ Sinclair/ Anderson / Lewis/ H eming-
wa y I F'itzgera ld / Dos Passos/ La rdner. 
201. AMERICAN LITERATURE II 2 s.h. 
A study of America n literature (excluding Poetry & Dra ma) a nd asso-
ciated his torica l backgrounds, contempora ry Arts a nd criticism. R epresen-
tative works selected from Fa ulkner / Fa rrell/ Wolfe/ Steinbeck/ Conroy / 
Wright/ Ha mmett / Welty/ Porter/ Algren / M a la mud / Bellow/ E llison/ 
Jones/ M a iler / Salinger/ Baldwin / K erouac/ Burroughs/ Powers. 
204. ENGLISH LITERATURE I 2 s.h. 
A study of English li terature (excluding Poetry & Dra ma) a nd associa ted 
his torica l backgrounds, contempora ry Arts a nd criticism. R epresen tative 
works selected from Defoe/ Swift / Fielding/ Smollett/ Sterne/ Thackeray I 
Austen / E. Bronte/ C. Bronte/ Dickens/ Bennett. 
205. ENGLISH LITERATURE II 2 s.h . 
A study of English lite ra ture (excluding Poetry & Drama ) and associa ted 
his torica l backgrounds, contempora ry Arts a nd criticism. R epresentative 
works selected from H a rdy/ Butler/ Moore/ Wells/ Huxley/ D. H . Law-
rence/ Woolf / Orwell / Kipling / T . E . Lawrence/ Snow/ Lessing/ Wa ugh / 
40 G reene. 
207. EUROPEAN LITERATURE I 2 s.h. 
A study of French literature (excluding Poetry & Drama ) and associated 
historical backgrounds, contemporary Arts and criticism. Representative 
works selected from Voltaire/ Montaigne/ Stendahl/ Hugo/ Proust/ Bal-
zac/ DeMaupassant/ deGoncourt/ Zola/ LaRochefoucald/ Flaubert/ 
France/ Rolland/ Romains/ Barbusse/ Malraux/ Gide/ Camus/ Sartre/ 
duGard/ Maurois/ Simenon/ Aragon/ Celine/ Bernanos/ Mauriac. 
208. EUROPEAN LITERATURE II 2 s.h. 
A study of Russian literature (excluding Drama) and associated historical 
backgrounds, contemporary Arts and criticism. Representative works se-
lected from Pushkin / Lermontov I Gogol! Goncharov I Turgenev I Dostoev-
sky I Tolstoy I Gorky I Babel/ Lomonosov I Krylov I Bunin/ A. T olstoy I 
Sholokhov I Pasternak. 
210. WORLD LITERATURE I 2 s.h. 
A study of the literature of Classical, Medieval & Renaissance times and 
associated historical backgrounds, contemporary Arts and criticism. Repre-
sentative works selected from Homer I Plato/ Aristotle/ Herodotus/ Thu-
cydides/ Virgil/ Horace/ Suetonius/ J. Caesar I Plutarch/ Classical My-
thology I Cellini/ Machiavelli/ Erasmus/ Rabelais/ Boccaccio/ Malory I 
Abelard/ Chaucer I Villon. 
211. WORLD LITERATURE II 2 s.h. 
Masterpieces of World Literature. Associated historical backgrounds, con-
temporary Arts and criticism including: Dante's Inferno/ The Rubaiyat 
of Omar Khayyam/ The Arabian Nights/ Cervantes Don Quixote/ Goe-
the's Faust. 
212. WORLD LITERATURE Ill 2 s.h. 
World Literature. A study of the literature of the Modern World (exclud-
ing Poetry & Drama) and associated historical backgrounds, contemporary 
Arts and criticism. Representative works selected from Joyce/ Wilde/ 
Yeats/ O'Flaherty/ de Unamuno/ Ibanez/ de Queiroz/ Icaza/ de Assis/ 
Amando/ Fuentes/ Aleichem/ Morovia/ Silone/ Mann/ Hesse/ Zweig/ 
Remarque/ Plievier I Boll/ Grass/ Kafka/ Hasek/ Capek/ Andric/ Kazan-
takis/ Undset. 
214. SHAKESPEARE 2 s.h. 
A study of the plays of William Shakespeare and associated theatrical 
forms and pertinent historical background. 41 
215. DRAMATIC LITERATURE I 2 s.h . 
Dramatic Litera ture/ Theater History. A study of Greek and R oma n 
Drama a nd Theatrical forms, pertinent historical backgrounds and asso-
cia ted Arts. Representative works selected from Sophocles/ Aeschy lus / 
Aristopha nes/ Euripedes / Seneca/ T erence/ Plautus. 
216. DRAMATIC LITERATURE II 2 s.h . 
Dra ma tic Litera ture/ Theater History. A study of R estora tion, Elizabe-
tha n a nd Classica l Drama and theatrical forms, pertinent historical back-
grounds and associated Arts. R epresentative works selected from Dryden / 
Sheridan / Goldsmith / Ba rrie/ Galsworthy/ Schiller / Hugo/ Rostand / 
Ibsen / Strindberg/ Hauptmann/ Lessing. 
218. DRAMATIC LITERATURE IV 2 s.h . 
Dra ma tic Literature/ Theater History. A study of Continental Dra ma and 
theatrica l forms, pertinent historical backgrounds a nd associa ted Arts. 
R epresenta tive works selected from Wilde/ Sha w/ O'Casey/ Synge/ Yeats / 
Pushkin / Gogo] I Ostrovsky I Chekhov I Andreyev I Turgenev I Gorky I 
M ayakovsky. 
219. DRAMATIC LITERATURE V 2 s.h . 
Dra ma tic Literature/ Theater History. A study of Modern and Contempo-
ra ry Dra ma a nd theatrical forms, pertinent historica l backgrounds and 
associated Arts. Representative works selected from Capek / Pirandello/ 
Betti / Brf'cht/ Lorca/ Cocteau / Camus/ Anouilh / Beckett / Fry I Eliot/ 
D urrenma tt / Genet / Sa rtre/ Giradeaux/ Weiss/ Osburn / Wesker / Pinter / 
Ionesco. 
220. DRAMATIC LITERATURE VI 2 s.h. 
D ramatic Literature / Theater His tory. A study of the Modern American 
Drama and theatrica l forms. R epresenta tive works selected from O'Neill / 
AndPrson / Howa rd / MacLeish / Odets/ Behrma n / Sherwood / Greene / 
Wilder/ Connelly / Saroyan / Kaufma n / Willia ms/ Miller / Inge/ Albee / 
Gf'lber / Jones/ " Musica l Theater" I " Negro Theater. " 
222. POETRY I. GREAT ENGLISH POEMS 2 s .h. 
Ana lysis and discussion of some of the grea t poems in E nglish, including 
poems by S hakespea re / Donne/ Milton / B la ke / Thomas/ Gray / Pope / 
Burns/ Wordsworth / Coleridge / K eats / Shelley / Byron / T ennyson / 
42 Browning/ Housma n / H opkins/ Yea ts / Auden / and D y la n Thomas. 
223. POETRY II. GREAT AMERICAN POEMS 2 s.h. 
Analysis of the form and content of some of the great poems in American 
Literature, including work by Whitman/ Edgar Lee Masters/ Carl Sand-
burg/ E. E. Cummings/ Marianne Moore/ T. S. Eliot/ Ezra Pound/ W. 
C. Williams/ Karl Shapiro/ Robert Lowell / John Berryman/ Gwendolyn 
Brooks/ and Theodore Roethke. 
224. POETRY Ill. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN POEMS 2 s.h. 
An introduction to the works of some of the outstanding younger Ameri-
can poets, including John Logan/ Allen Ginsberg/ Lawrence Ferlinghetti/ 
James Dickey/ James Wright/ Kenneth Koch/ W. D. Snodgrass/ John 
Ashbery I Robert Creeley I W. S. Merwin/ Alan Dugan/ Gregory Corso/ 
and Isabella Gardner. 
255. MUSIC. THE JAZZ IDIOM 2 s.h. 
A survey of jazz, dealing with traditional jazz, swing, be-bop, the West 
Coast movement, the early modernists (Tristano, Mingus ), the Third 
Stream and the avant garde. 
256. POPULAR MUSIC FROM MOZART TO DYLAN 2 s.h. 
Studies the differences between art music and popular music. A detailed 
analysis of an art work that is both well known and well liked and uses 
popular sources (e.g. Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, George Gershwin's 
Porgy and Bess, Bizet's Carmen); and surveys the current popular music 
(the Beatie's, Bob Dylan, the Lovin' Spoonful, etc.). 
257. MUSIC IN THE THEATER 2 s.h. 
A musical stage work is constructed and performed by the students, with 
guidance by the instructor. Sources for the story line include Greek drama 
(Antigone), classical theater (Pherde), and contemporary themes ("Rac-
ism in the Suburbs") . No musical training required. 
300. ART HISTORY WORKSHOP 4 s.h. 
A workshop in the styles, techniques, problems and ideas of the major 
schools of Art since the Renaissance, engaging the student in the creative 
employment of the materials of fine art and sculpture and photographic, 
motion picture and graphic-arts technique. Independent study, project and 
report required. [Prerequisite: Consent of the Instructor.] 43 
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sclence 
Illiteracy in science among the educated, is an alarming phenomena. Such 
absence of an understanding of contemporary science and its compelling 
implication for the- individual and the society may have frightful conse-
quence for modern man. Moreover, the isolation of sciences in convenient 
pedagogic and administrative parcels omits, for the student, the realiza-
tion of definite and growing connection between the sciences and con-
tributes to the antagonism extant between science and the liberal arts. 
The following science sequence is designed for the non-scientist, who will 
nonetheless have cause for interpreting a world shaped by scientific device 
and discovery. These subjects give balanced attention to scientific princi-
ple and process, and the effect of these on the contemporary and future 
society. 
200. Science Today I 
201. Science Today II 
202. Science Today Ill 
2s.h. 
2s.h. 
2 s.h. 
45 
social sciences 
46 
100. THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 2 s.h. 
An understanding and appreciation of the American society and the demo-
cratic process. The class will present leaders of American life in a dis-
cussion of major current issues and their background in the development 
of the American democracy. (R equired study for students from foreign 
countries. ) 
105. UNITED STATES HISTORY I 3 s.h. 
A study of the historical origin and development of the United States from 
1492 to 1860. Consideration of the development of political, cultural and 
economic institutions from colonial days through 1860. 
106. UNITED STATES HISTORY II 3 s.h. 
Continuation of the historical development of the United States from 1860 
to the present. Consideration of political, economic, social and diplomatic 
development, with emphasis on the role of the United Sta tes as a world 
power following participation in two world wars. 
110. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 2 s.h. 
An introduction to the basic problems of human behavior with emphasis 
on the dynamics of adjustment; the nature of human motivation; the 
varieties of human emotion; problems of mental conflict; the development 
of persona lity; mental hygiene. 
120. EUROPEAN HISTORY I 2 s.h. 
A historical s tudy of the leading political, economic a nd cultura l move-
ments in Europe a nd their impact upon W estern C ivili zation. 
121. EUROPEAN HISTORY II 2 s.h. 
A study of the rise of libe ra l, democra tic and nationa l ideology in 19th 
century Europe. Analyses of the European sta te system, nationa l and 
inte rna tiona l developments, the impact of two world wa rs, reconstruction 
through the present era. 
210. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 2 s.h. 
Behavior problems a nd abnorma li ties. H e redita ry and environmenta l fac-
tors in mental di sorders, the ir symptoms and trea tments. 
211. ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY 2 s.h. 
The physica l, socia l, emotiona l a nd menta l deve lopment of the a dolescent. 
The basic problems of adjus tment tha t confront the adolescent in a cha ng-
ing society. The impact of ad olescence on pe rsona lity deve lopment; prob-
lems of ma ladjustment a nd the ir trea tment. 
230. HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA 2 s.h. 
The political, social and cultura l development of countries in Centra l a nd 
South America from the pe riod of coloniza tion to the present. 
47 
contemporary social studies program 
300. AMERICAN POLITICS 2s.h. 
History and current events. Parties, process and personalities in American 
politics. The party machinery and method. The political party and gov-
ernment. Minority parties and issue movements. 
305. THE AMERICAN CITY 2s.h. 
A study of contemporary urban America. The social process, the problems, 
the progress and the future of the big city. 
310. CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL & ECONOMIC QUESTIONS I 2 s.h. 
An examination of paramount social and economic questions in America: 
marriage and the family; education ; old age; leisure time occupation; enter-
tainment; travel; welfare and social services; discrimination. 
311 . CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL & ECONOMIC QUESTIONS II 2 s.h. 
An examination of paramount social and economic questions in America: 
transportation; unemployment; automation; housing; the American farm; 
taxation and public policy. 
312. CRIME AND SOCIETY 2s.h. 
A study of the problems of adult crime, juvenile delinquency, the police, 
laws and the courts and the prison system in the United States. 
313. RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 2 s.h. 
Religion's impact on modern society. Religion and political and social 
action. Current issues and events in religion. Ecumenism. Contemporary 
religious thought and morality. 
314. SCIENCE, HEALTH AND SOCIETY 2 s.h. 
The function of medical science in public health and social policy. Issues, 
events and opportunities in public health. 
315. RACE IN MODERN SOCIETY 2 s.h. 
The critical issues of race in America and on the world scene. The myths 
of racial superiority. Cultural and religious conflict. 
320. ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS I 2 s.h. 
The diplomatic process. Negotiation. Movements for regional and world or-
ganization. The UN. P eace and disarmament. Alliances and non-alignment. 
321. ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS II 2 s.h. 
The Cold War and the ideological basis of conflict between the West and 
the Communist worlds. The political process in the New Nations. Na-
48 tionalism and independence. 
100. SPEECH I 
speech 
2 s.h. 
T o enable the individual to develop more effective speech habits, the class 
provides the student with directed practice in voice and voice projection, 
tone, production, voice placement, b reathing, a rticula tion a nd enuncia tion. 
101. SPEECH II 2 s.h. 
A continuation of Speech 100. 
110. EFFECTIVE SPEECH 2 s .h. 
This class is designed to provide the student with speech confidence. In-
struction is directed towa rds the business and socia l background of the 
individua l so tha t class experience may be utilized directly in everyda y 
living. The class stresses the prepara tion, organization and delivery of 
speeches for varied occasions and lays the basis for more forceful a nd 
a ttention-winning extemporaneous speaking. 
200. SPEECH Ill 2 s.h . 
To use the voluntary habitual control of the vocal energies, acquired in 
Speech I and II for the creation of drama tic cha racteriza tion a nd effective 
interpreta tion. 
201. SPEECH IV ·2 s.h. 
T o develop advanced and vocal techniques for drama tic cha racterization, 
use of dia lects, a nd for the release and control of emotion. 
300. INTERPRETIVE SPEECH 2 s.h . 
Oral interpretation of prose literature, poetry and dra ma tic ma teria l. S tory 
telling a nd documenta ry na rration. The selection and progra mming of 
materia l for public presen tation and platform reading. 
310. DEBATE AND PUBLIC DISCUSSION 2 s.h . 
Considera tion of the techniques of a rgumenta tion a nd persuasive speech. 
Study of the form of the debate and practice in debating on issues of 
public interest. 
320. CONFERENCE AND DISCUSSION TECHNIQUES- 2 s.h . 
GROUP LEADERSHIP 
Speaking for group a nd discussion leadership; designed to stimulate the 
thinking and response of others and to encourage more democratic partic-
ipation in group processes. The conduct of the pa nel, symposium, a nd 
public form. T echniques of leading discussions in business, educationa l, 
socia l or organizationa l situa tions. 49 

the program in mass communications for 
foreign students 
This comprehensive program of study for students returning to foreign 
countries is designed to provide intensive, practical education in the 
methods and facilities of television, radio broadcasting, motion pictures, 
journalism, and audio-visual materials. 
Study is organized to provide learning in the "ways and means" to 
employ the enormous potentials of modern mass communication in the 
urgent growth, development and educational tasks of developing nations 
and regions. 
The program requires study covering two semesters and a summer 
term (approximately eleven months ) , or three regular semesters. A mini-
mum of 48 semester hours of course credit must be completed. It is open 
to any student of a foreign country who meets the College's regular en-
trance requirements and has appropriate English Language facility. Credits 
earned can be used to meet requirements for the Bachelor's Degree if the 
student elects to continue in a regular D egree program. 
Programs of study for the foreign student are developed in accord 
with the individua l student's interests, aptitudes and professional goals. 
51 
the center for new music 
The Center for N ew Music has two principal branches. The first is the 
Chicago J azz Ensemble, a 23-member orchestra of outstanding professional 
musicians. The second is the Chicago Opera Theater, a vocal repertory 
company that performs a great variety of stage works-from P ergolesi's 
La S erva Padrona to John Austin's Orpheus (which it commissioned). 
The Center is a workshop for composers and performers. It provides 
a meaningful opportunity for composers to be performed, for musicians 
to play and be heard in works genuinely challenging to their artistry, and 
new and exciting music for audiences. 
The Center makes an important contribution to the cultural environ-
ment of the College through concerts and performances for students and 
faculty. The Center works together with other departments of the College 
and shares their interest in the reciprocity between communication, so-
ciety and the arts. 
The Center engages in a wide range of musical activity: public and 
broadcast performances of concerts, stage works in concert versions, fully-
staged performances of music drama, and programs in which music unites 
with the other arts. And it addresses itself to the entire community- to the 
neighborhood audience as well as to the downtown audience- with special 
attention to young people. 

tuition and fees 
54 
Tuition is determined by the number of credit hours of instruction. Nor-
mal "full-time study" consists of twelve (12) to eighteen (18) credit hours 
(semester hours ) per semester. Tuition for the full-time student (taking 
12-18 credit hours) is $500 each semester. Tuition for programs of less 
than 12 credit hours is $40 for each credit hour (semester hour ) . Summer 
school tuition is $40 per credit hour. 
An Acceptance Fee of $10 is required of all students enrolling for 
the first time, who plan full-time study. $5 is charged all part-time students 
enrolling for the first time. The Acceptance Fee is non-refundable. 
For a new student, a registration position is reserved when a formal 
letter of acceptance is sent. To validate this reservation, a payment of the 
Acceptance Fee is required of the student within fifteen days of notifica-
tion of acceptance. 
A one-time Audio-Visual equipment, library and materials deposit 
of $25 is required of every student enrolled. This will be refunded (less 
any charges) at the time the student leaves the College. 
A Registration Fee of $5 is charged students each term in which they 
are enrolled. 
Tuition is payable in advance. Students who pay their tuition for a 
term in full before the end of the first week of the semester, will obtain a 
refund of 5% of their tuition for the term. Where necessary, students may, 
with the permission of the R egistrar, arrange to pay their tuition in in-
stallments. A charge equal to 5% of the term's tuition will be added when 
students elect a payment program extending beyond the twelfth week of 
a term. 
Special fees may be charged for some subjects where texts or indi-
vidual materials are supplied the student. 
Where a student interrupts enrollment during a term, the following 
"Schedule of Refund" shall apply. Any amounts owed by the student 
are due and payable at the time of withdrawal. The effective date of with-
drawal will be the date written notice of such withdrawal is received by 
the College. Otherw~se full tuition for the term will be charged. 
Refunding Policy 
Where Attended During 
Period Including 
Percentage of Semester's 
Tuition Charged 
1st Week of Term. . . . . . . . . . . 10% 
2nd Week of Term .. . ... ..... 20% 
3rd Week of Term .......... . 40% 
4th Week of Term . . . . . . . . . . . 60% 
5th Week of Term. . . . . . . . . . . 80% 
6th Week of Term ...... . .... 100% 
No refund will be made where withdrawal is ordered by the College. 
scholarships • loans • grants-in-aid 
Scholarships and grants-in-aid are awarded or renewed on an indi-
vidual basis upon special application to the Dean of the College. Grants-
in-aid in the form of tuition rebate may be awarded students who have 
been in residence for one academic year on the basis of need and scholas-
tic performance. 
Columbia College is an approved institution of higher learning for 
recipients of Illinois State Scholarship Awards and upper-class awards. 
Columbia College participates in the NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT 
LOAN PROGRAM. Any full-time student at Columbia College, or any appli-
cant who has been accepted for admission to Columbia College may be 
eligible. Application forms for National Defense Student Loans, or infor-
mation about the Loan Program or Columbia College's Deferred Tuition 
Plan, may be obtained by writing to the Registrar. 
Columbia College students are eligible for their respective home 
state GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS made by approved commercial lending 
agencies. An eligible student may borrow a minimum of $300 to $1500 
during an academic year. 
Columbia College is approved by the Veterans Administration for 
the enrollment of Veterans. In addition to the regular admission proce-
dures, Veterans anticipating enrollment should ask the Registrar for 
directions in making application for "GI educational benefits." 
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college calendar 1967-1968 
FALL TERM- 1967 
Monday, September 25 .......... . ... . . ..... ............ Classes Begin 
Thursday, Friday, November 23, 24 ............. . Thanksgiving Holiday 
Monday, December 18 ............... .. .... Christmas Vacation Begins 
Tuesday, January 2 ...... ...... .... .. . ....... .... ... Classes Resume 
Monday, J anuary 29 .... ... ... .... .. .. ... ... . .. End of First Semester 
SPRING SEMESTER-1968 
Monday, February 12 .. .......... .... .. .... .... .... .... Classes Begin 
Friday, April 12 . . ...... . ......... . . ... .. . ... .. Spring Recess Begins 
Monday, April 22 ...... . ...... . . . . .... .. ...... ...... Classes Resume 
Thursday, Friday, May 30, 31. .... ... ... ..... . Memorial Day Holiday 
Friday, June 7 .................. ... . . . . . .... End of Second Semester 
Friday, June 7 ............ . . ..... .... .. ... .. . . ... . .. Commencement 
SUMMER TERM- 1968 
Monday, June 17 .. .. .... ........ .. .. ................. Classes Begin 
Thursday, Friday, July 4, 5 .... . ... ... .. . .. Independence Day Holiday 
Friday, August 23 .... . ...... .... .. . .. . ......... End of Summer T erm 
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